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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

History of history professor
Professor Martin
Hardeman discusses his
blindness, t eaching
and writing
By Barbara Harrington
Staff Reporter

The job of an educacor is
demanding. Preparing for classes,
grading exams and keeping students
inreresred challenges
teachers.
Bue for History Professor Marrin
J. Hardeman, life-long vision
problems have offered special resr.s.
Hardeman was born blind, bur
after receiving an operation when
he was 18-months-old he gained
partial sight. Unforcunarely, that
important window co the world was
dosed permanently later in his life..
"Over the next 40 years I mostly
did things that ensured that that
vision would gradually disappear,"
he said.
In elementary school Hardeman
suffered a detached retina as a result
ofa roughly played game. His vision
was also affected when he ran into a
door in college.
Eventually a "mysterious eye
infection,"
which
Hardeman
concracced shortly after he began
reaching full-time, cosc him his
vision.
Although his impaired sight
presented
many
challenges,
Hardeman attended college at
the University of Illinois, lead a
relatively normal lifc and engaged
in the "typical" college lifestyle.
"While drinking vase quantities
of beer and hanging our with
arrraccivc women was a loc more fun
than going ro class, it was probably

ceaching history since 1992.
Because of his vision, Hardeman
faces cxrra challenges as a professor.
His use of visual tools, such as
Microsoft PowerPoinc is limited,
and evaluating papers and rests cakes
a bit longer than he would like.
Hardcman's assistant, Ellen
Wolcott, is one of several people
who assist him in grading tests and
papers. She reads students' answers
aloud, and Hardeman tells her what
comments should be made and
whac their grade should be.
Besides his role as a professor,
Hardeman also wears the hac of
author.
He assisred in composing a
ccx:cbook used fOr History 3600G titled "U.S. Constitution and
che Nacion." The group involved
in the publication of the textbook
researched Supreme Court cases
that helped co explain the changing
interpretations 'and meanings of
The Constitution.
Hardeman dealt specifically with
the Revolutionary Period, from
around 1763 to 1783.
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Currently, Hardeman is in the
Professor in the history department, Dr. Martin Hardeman, spraks in his office in Coleman Hall about the
process of writing an article on
benefits of teaching and the setbacks he encounters being blind.
events surrounding a proposed
slave code in 1859-1860. Wolcott is
a mistake to do ic constantly.'' he MARTIN HARDEMAN HISTORY PROFESSOR
assiscing in conscruccing the article.
When and where it will be published
said with a laugh.
bas not yet been determined.
After a year ac the U of I,
"While drinking vast quantities of beer and
Hardeman has had co overcome
Hardeman lcfr for academic reasons.
many obscacles chroughouc his life.
But he certainly learned from his
hanging out with attractive women was a
He has dealt with irate students,
experiences at the university.
lot more fun than going to class, it was
"I had co be more disciplined.
spent hours composing texts and
managed co write lecture notes on
I actually had co read at lease some
probably a mistake to do it constantly."
the chalkboard, all Without being
of the books thac were assigned for
able to sec.
class."
He wenc on co receive his University of Chicago. Then, it was research and reading.
But cherc is one challenge chat
Bachelor's degree from Roosevelt time for a career.
These passions drew him co a Hardeman jokingly says he still
University and his Masrcr's and
Hardeman wanccd a job that career in education, and evencually hopes co accomplish:
"Keeping my students awake!"
Doctorate degrees from the involved rwo things he loves most: co Easccrn, where he has been

I

'Saving lives can become addictive'
American Red Cross
blood drive runs Friday
at the Charleston
Christian Church
By Adam Tedder
Editor-in-Chief

"We have a problem and we
need co deal with it," said Andrew
Trueblood.
The problem Trueblood is calking
abouc is donatating blood.
"The blood supply is really low,"
he said.
Trueblood said the blood supply
is down ro a 6-hour supply, which
he explained is exucmcly low.
Trueblood, 50, a Coles County
resident his entire life, works as
Charleston's American Red Cross
blood drive coordinator.
Trueblood explained why he
thinks the blood supply is so low
right now.
"Jusc think about ic," he said.
"People are more active in che
summer, as they are going out more
and arc more active. The donation

m
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of blood goes down because of

chis."
He explained chat is is a circular
effccc and chac because more people
arc out and accivc, they are more
likely to be hurc and may be needing
the use of blood donation.
Trueblood bas more than just
one interest in the American Red
Cross and donating blood, he has an
personal reason for the dedication
he gives co the Red Cross.
Trueblood was in a serious
mocorcycle accident on September
11, 2002.
"If it wouldn't have been for a

blood donation, I wouldn't here
today," Trueblood said. "I was really
broken up."
After the accident, Trueblood
was in a coma for 6 weeks.
After' he awoke from his coma,
he spent several months within
Sarah Lincoln Bush Medical Center
in intensive care.
At fuse, Trueblood said he was
cold he may not be able to walk
again bur after a year of medical
rehab, he was able to start walking
again.
Trueblood explained thac chis
near-death experience changed his
life and motivated him to become
involved in the blood donatating
process.
Once healthy again, Trueblood
began to become involved by
donating his own blood. He found
our that his blood was unique.
"My blood type is 0 negative,
bur ic is pure," Trueblood said.
He explained what he mcanr
by pure as describing chat most
people with 0 negative type blood
usually catch a virus char negates
the "pureness" of their blood.
This virus is common and

HAllTAT FOi HllWllTY IS
LOOllH FOi HRP
• Habitat g Humanity wants
volunteers to help work oo two

Trueblood said he was told by the
Red Cross that he could catch the
virus ac anytime and he would no
longer have the pure blood.
Catching chis virus would not
stop a person from being able to
donate blood, however.
The unique part of having the
pure blood though is tharTrucblood
and ochers with the same blood can
donate in unique cases, like in the
cases of a newborn baby in need of
blood.
The American Red Cross wilL
hold the blood drive on Friday from
2-5 p.m. at the Charleston Christian
Church that is located across from
Wal-Mart, cast of Adams Funeral
Home.
AJl donators will receive free
Cardinals T-shirts, Papa John
pizza.and home baked cookies.
Trueblood urged for people co come
donate blood.
He said he came up with a new
phrase the past couple of days char
he chir.ks fits the blood-donating
campaign:
"Saving lives can become
addictive," he said.
\ 1
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homes,~ one for an Eastern
employee, during ElU Day this

SaturcfaJ
/talon DeRousse, a Housing and
Oiniig employee, along with his wife
PaiA and sons Jordan, Trystan and
Qlinten will moYe llto the home after
the organil.ation btilds it.

Asecond home is being built for
Carrie Ward and her daughter Dru.

Habitat wl work on the homes,
which are being built at 312 and
318 W. Locust Ave., from 7:30 am.
to 4 p.m.
Salwda'(s activities wiU focus on the
completion of sollit and lacia Y«>rk
and installing siding on both houses.
All volunteers are welcome. No
experience is ~ Jobs will be
available for people of all skill levels. ~
Those interested in volunteering can
caD Gndy Roberts at 217.348-7063.

For lllOl'e information about these
and other projects access www.
colescountryhabitat.net

'

'
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Teen's cigarette sets off stolen powder
The Associated Press

BAYOU Bl.ACK, LA. I Stolen
gunpowder went up with a bang
when a teenager £licked cigarene
ash near the open bottle, according
to the Terrebonne Parish Sheriff's
Office.
Alex Joshua Horn and Johnathan
Anthony Porche, both 19 and from
Bayou Black, remained in jail
Wednesday on charges ofshoplift:ing

and possessing or making a bomb.
Both were arrested on Sunday.
Wal-Mart workers had called
the sheriff's office that evening,
saying three teenagers had been
asking abouc gunpowder and PVC
pipe.
About 8 p.m. Sunday, deputies
were called co :r house<- in Bayou
Black, where they found damage
from an explosion in the kitchen
and dining room. They also found

Promotions manage<--·-- _,....>Ji Romiro
...- .. -·-···........_..,,,_.............. _OENads@eiu.edu
Na!Jonal advef llSlng .........- - - - · · · · fi!Uan Rud<fy
.:.,_,
·--- OENads@euedu
Ad design manage<--- ~Harmon
DaQds@eiu.ecii

Hom, a resident of the house, and
Porche, who lives a block away.
The youths cold invescigacors
chat the bottle of black powder - a
specific form of gunpowder - had
been shoplifted from Wal-Marc,
and Porche's cigarette had couched
it off.
Both youths were treated for
minor bums before they were
booked. More arrests are possible,
inve.'>tigators said.
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New Lower rates for 2007
Openings for MAY
3 Bedroom Apartments
(behind sul)way)

New Carpet/Furniture •I 1/2 batlrrooms
Free Covered Parkitrg • Onsite Laundry • Dishwasher

Close to Campus • Call SOONfor signing BO.NUS
For Info Call Becky at 345-0936

• 3 BEDROOM
• FULLY FURNISHED
• WASH ER/DRYER

• FREE SHUTTLE
• NEW CONSTRUCTION
• $ 2 5 50/SEMESTER
(OR $ 42 S PER MONTH)
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The Daily Eastern Ne\vs Is Hiring !
We are also looking for talented The Daily Eastern News is lookadvertising designers and sales- ing for these and numerous other
people. If you a are creative perpositions for next year. Please
son, or good with people, and are contact us, if you are interested
interested please call us at 581- because interviews and training
2816 or email us at
will begin soon!
denads@eiu.edu
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Charges
mounting

Debate continues over
reporter who lost job
in bikini flap interview
The Associated Press

I A television reporter
videotaped wearing a swimsuit
at the home of a man whose
estranged wife is missing says she
was fired because she's a woman
who aggressively pursued a source
on her day off.
But some say former WMAQTV reporter Amy Jacobson lost
touch with ethical reality when she
went swimming with her kids at
Craig Stebic's suburban Plainfield
home.
Jacobson's
actions
and
subsequent
dismissal
ignited
a debace Wednesday around
newsrooms, Internet biogs and
water coolers: Was she held to a
different standard because of her
gender? Isn't it a reporter's job to
cultivate sources? Was her bikini
the issue or chac she had her two
young sons in row?
"There's
pretty
incense
competition among reporters,
particularly in broadcast, to gee
cerrain people on camera," said
Kelly McBride, an ethics expert at
che Poyneer lnstiruce, a journalism
foundation in St. Petersburg, Fla.
"Bue she violated the professional
boundaries between reporters and
sources."
The video, posted on rival TV
Station WBBM-TV's Web sire,
shows Jacobson wearing a halter
bikini cop and towel near Scebic's
pool. Jacobson's two young children
and a bare-chested Stebic also are
shown in the video shoe Friday.
Jacobson's
embarrassment
follows anocher recent high-profile
misstep by a female journalist.
Telemundo affiliate KVEA in
Los Angeles placed reporter-anchor
Minhala Salinas on leave after che
revelation chac she'd been having
an affair wich married Los Angeles
Mayor
Antonio
Villaraigosa.
Salinas once covered the mayor as a
political reporter for che station.
Rporters must resisc che urge
co become "buddies" - or more wich a source, said Jane E. Kirtley,
director of che Silha Center for che
Study of Media Ethics and Law at
che University of Minnesota.
"It's a fine line to walk," Kirtley
said. "You have co have enough ...
ability co gee inside che situation
but you have co maintain chat
decachmenc."
Dressed in a swimsuit, "it would
be easy for a source ... co be sexually
attracted to Qacobson) and you
know, mosc of us don't do interviews
in our bathing suit," McBride said.
"It would be completely different
if she didn't have her kids wich her
and chey weren't romping around
in a pool."
Jacobson, who is married,
told the Chicago Sun-Times in
Wednesday's editions chat Craig
Stebic "had never done anything
inappropriate or made any sore of
advance" coward her.
"Hell, no," she said. xAnd I
certainly wouldn't have brought
int. c:bJI.d!en· ther~ ·if. thero Wet¢nc
ocher kids around too."

Man accused of
shooting Champaign
officers faces new
prosecutional charges

CHICAGO

The Associa1ed Press

AMIR PIEU8ERG I THE DAILY WTERH NEWS
Members of Charleston High School football team carry an enlarged American flag on 6th St. the
afternoon of July 4.

Jogger in storm
shocked by iPodv. ~'.:~:· ;:·
Experts warn of lightning·
strike injuries with iPods
U-Wire

Listen to an iPod during a storm and you
may get more than electrifying tunes.
A Canadian jogger suffered wishboneshaped chesc and neck burns, ruptured
eardrums and a broken jaw when lighming
traveled chrough his music player's wi.res.
Lase summer, a Colorado teen ended up
with similar injuries when lightning srruck
nearby as he was listening to his iPod while
mowing che lawn.
Emergency physicians reporc creating
ocher patients with burns from freak accidents
while using personal electronic devices such
as beepers, Walkman players and laptop
computers outdoors during storms.
Michael Utley, a former stockbroker from
Wesc Yarmouch, Mass., who survived being
struck by lightning while golfing, has cracked
13 cases since 2004 of people hit while
talking on cell phones. They are described on
his Web sice, http://www.scruckbylighming.
org.
Contrary to some urban legends and
media reports, electronic devices don't attract
lightning the way a tall cree or a lightning
rod does.
"It's going to hit where it's going to hie, but
once it contaccs metal, che metal conducts che
elcccricity," said Dr. Mary Ann Cooper of rhe
American College of Emergency Physicians
and an ER doctor at University of Illinois
Medical Center at Chicago.
When lightning jumps from a nearby
object to a person, it often flashes over the
skin. But metal in eleccronic devices - or
mecal jewelry or coins in a pocket - can cause
contact burns and exacerbate che damage.
A spokeswoman for Apple Inc., the maker
of iPods, declined to comment. Packaging
for iPods and some ocher music players do
include warnings against using chem in the
rain.
•· . l.'igAthJe&. 'strl.kt$'
0¢Cur even if a

can·

storm is many miles away, so lighming safety
experts have been pushing the slogan "When
chunder roars, go indoors," said Cooper.
Jason Bunch, 18, says it wasn't even
raining lase July, but there was a scorm off in
che distance. Lightning struck a nearby tree,
shot off and hit him.
Bunch, who was liscening co Metallica
while mowing the grass ac his home in Castle
Rock, Colo., still has mild hearing damage in
both cars, despite two reconscructive surgeries
to repair ruptured eardrums.
He bad burns from che earphone wires on
the sides of his face, a nasty burn on his hip
where the iPod had been in a pockec and "a
bad line up che side of my body," even though
the iPod cord was oucside his shirt.
"It was a real miracle" he survived, said his
mother, Kelly Risheill.
The Canadian jogger suffered worse
injuries, according to a report in Thursday's
New England Journal of Medicine.
The man, a 39-year-old dentist from che
Vancouver area, was listening co an iPod
while jogging in a chunderstorm when,
according to witnesses, lightning hit a tree a
couple of feet away and jumped co his body.
The strike chrew the man about eight feet
and caused second-degree burns on his chesc
and left leg.
The electric current left red burn lines
running from where che iPod had been
strapped to his chest up the sides of his neck.
le ruptured both ear drums, dislocated tiny
ear bones char cransmic sound waves, and
broke the man's jaw in four places, said Dr.
Eric Heffernan, an imaging specialist at
Vancouver General Hospital.
The injury happened two summers ago
and despite creaonent, che man still has less
chan 50 percent of normal hearing on each
side, muse wear hearing aids and can't hear
high-pitched sounds.
"He's a part-time musician, so chat's kind
of messed up his hobby as well," Heffernan
said. Like the Colorado teen, che Canadian
patient, who declined co be interviewed or
identified, has no memory of che lightning
strike.

URBANA I A 46-year-old man
accused ofshooting two Champaign
police officers in a city park faced
new charges Wednesday, less chan
two hours after being released from
a local hospital.
Donnell Clemons had been at
Carle Foundation Hospital since
che June 7 shootout, being created
for multiple gunshot wounds.
Police moved him Wednesday to
the Champaign County Jail.
Clemons already was charged
with one count each of arcempted
murder and aggravated discharge
of a firearm. On Wednesday
prosecutors added an additional
count of each of chose charges, plus
an al*ravaced battery ch<U"ge and
~n~ cqupt. o~ ~a~ pos.s~\0.1).
of a firearm by a felon.
Oemons,
handcuffed
and
wearing a hospital gown and white
T-shirt, appeared from the jail by
video link. He limped and braced
himself against a wall co sit and
stand up.
Judge Holly Clemons, who is
not related to Donnell Clemons,
appointed che county Public
Defender's Office to represent him.
Public defender Randy Rosenbaum
said outside court chat he had only
spoken briefly to Donnell Oernons
and declined further comment.
Oemons, who is homeless, is
accused of shooting Champaign
Officer Shannon Bridges and
Deputy Chief John Murphy in
West Side Park with a .380-caliber
handgun when they responded co
a report chat someone there had a
gun.
Bridges was hit in che chest
and hospitalized for a week. She
remains off duty, Champaign police
spokeswoman Rene Dunn said.
Murphy was treated for less serious
injuries, and is back at work.
Police initially said a third officer
wounded in che shootout, Jack
Armstrong, was shoe by Clemons.
Bue State's Attorney Julia Riet'L
said Wednesday that Armstrong
was struck in a calf by a bullet chat
ricocheted off someching, meaning
che shot could have been fired by
police.
Dunn declined comment on
the case, saying che investigation
continues.

CORRECTIONS
On Tuesday's issue of the DEN, Christy
Mellendorf's story entitled "Writing
required for professors" falsely labeled
Lynne Curry as an Associate Professor.
Lynne Curry is a Professor of History.
Lynne Curry's next book is not on
social workers and children. It is on
children's rights to bodily autonomy
under U. S. law.
_ ~ • • .....
Tiie DEN retrets th errors.
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CRIME:
TIME TO
PREPARE
Sunday night chc comm unity saw
an accused homicide in Manoon ,
specifically at the Burger King
restaurant.
Cencral Illinois saw a hostage
situation in Arcola a few weeks ago.
The nation saw it as well, as it was
broadcast on CNN, FoxNcws, and chc

like.
This is in an area ch:u has been

As fu back as I can remember I've been a
f.m of The Simpsons. I've watched the show
religiously since the early 90's. I can remember
when the sh ow was on Sundays, switched
to Thursdays and then back to Sundays. I
can quote almost any line from any episode
between 1989 and 200 1. In recent years,
I've found myself unable to watch every new
episode due co a busier schedule, but I'm able
co catch the show now and then co find it still
fresh and funny.
The show is so engrained in our culture that
millions of people can recognize second and
third tier characters and their catchphrases.
And of course, anyone who has ever watched
the show know what town thac the Simpsons
live in: Springfield, though it's always been
ambiguous as co which state Springfield is in.
When I heard that The S1mpsons were
coming from the small screen to the big screen
a linle over a year ago, I was ecstatic. I was
even more excited to hear chat the premier of
the film would be given co one of the several
cities named Springfield across the country.
Of course our own Springfield, Illinois would
be riglufully considered to be one of the
frontrunners to host che premier, afrer
ilie
justifications arc numerous.
·
One of the biggest things Springfield has
going for it is the nearby 1C1cation of a city
called Shelbyville, the rival town ofSpringfield
on The Simpsons. That is something chat
should automatically seal chc deal as any
Simpsons fan chat recognizes the importance
of Springfield
·sus Shelbyville should
realize.
Addicionall
e frontier history of the
Simpsons Sprin1; d and Illinois' Springfield
arc rather similar Springfield, Illinois has
Abraham Un 1 s its hometown hero while
the Springfield of"ll- e Simpsons has Jebediah
Springfield as ch
;). The rwo individuals,
while one is re.11
he ocher fictional, both
have reputations ot great men chat led their
people chrough harsh rimes. I don't remember
reading about Lincoln taming a wild buffalo,
though.
Numerous ft: a tu res around Springfield have
been docun
c the years. Springfield
has nearby
, a nearby ocean, chey
have hurncano
~olcano, and chey have a
countryside f cornfields and a dimace of four
seasons. All the~e factors make Springfield's
location hard to pinpoint. However, due to
overall weather and geographic reasons as
well as size, Springfield, Illinois would be the
correcc locati 1 to hose che premier of The
Simpsons Movie.
I became wary when I heard chat che
decision on which Springfield would get the
premier would rest on online voters ac chc
website of USA foday. I was right co be wary
as we all found out yesterday chac, what easily
should have been Illinois' event went instead
to Springfield, Vermont.
"Vermont?" I thought to myself. uWhac
do chey have besides Ben & Jerry or being the
sercing for Newhart?
So, in my disappouw ... nt, I realiz.e I
won't be taking chac road ·
u ('. ngfield
co simply be around the Simpsons Premier or
watch the scar-studded event. Instead, I'll have
to go and see it without the glitz in a normal
thcarre. I shouldn'r be coo disappointed,
though. After all, finally after all these years
we have a Simpsons movie.

7 WONDERS
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I KRISTY MEWNDORF

Across the world, there are certain suuccures
chac are so remark.able chac they have been
deemed as wonders. Generally, ic is thought
chat there are Seven Wonders of che World
wich there being some debace as co whac they
are. People can identify world class scructures
like the Taj Mahal, but one need not go far
co find interesting displays of architecture. As
all Eascern students know; there are dozens of
buildings and scructures on our campus. many
of them being interesting. We have decided co
puc cogether our list of whac we believe co be
the seven wonders ofEastern's campus.
Old Main - Old Main is easily the most
famous and recognizable struccure on campu~.
In addition co serving as the adminiscracivc
home of the university, it is used as che school
logo chat can be found on the pamphlets,
catalogues, and lectcrhcads. The building
itself looks like a castle; hence srudents ofcen
call ic "che castle". Typically when one chinks
of EIU architCCtuJe. chis is the first building
they think of.
Pemberton Hall - Just next co Old Main
is Pemberton hall, the oldest residence hall on
campus and oldest female residence hall in the
scace of 1llinois. In addition to Pemberton's
gothic feacurcs, which coincide nicely with
Old Main, Pemberton is famous for a more
supernatural reason. Perhaps che biggest legend
on campus is chat Pemberton is haunted. le is
said chat the residence hall is haunted by the
ghost of a murdered student or che counselor
in charge at Pemberton in the building's
early days ac the rime of the alleged murder.
There have been varying stories of strange
occurrences in Pemberton over the years such
as weird noises and Llghts turned on and off.
What is further interesting is thac che fourth
floor of che building is off limits co scudents,
which contribuces to the ghost scories.
McAfcc Gymnasium - The building
resembles more of one of the older lecture
halls rather than a gym. The academic styling

of this athletic building makes McAfee one
of the more beautiful buildings on campus.
Most athletic events chese days are over in the
Student Rec Center and Lancz Arena. What
McAfee seems known for chese days is che
music that can be heard from within it's walls
as the Music Department can be found to
practice chere.
Blair Hall - Another one of the most
beautiful buildings on campus is also one
of the mo~t modern, though also being one
of che oldest. Blair recently re-opened after
remodeling because of the fire that left it
horribly damaged in April 2004. It now srands
as a cescimonial co the persevering anicude of
Eastern.
Carman Hall - Carman is a wonder because
of its location and occupants. It's the mosc
isolated residence hall on campus, being back
behind Universicv Court, Greek Court and
Ninth Scrcec Hall: Perhaps the mosc unenvied
scudents on campus are those Carman residents
that have early morning classes at Old Main.
Additionally, che occupants of Carman arc
predominancly freshmen, which sometime~
gets che hall a repucacion for being rowdy.
Whether or not chis distincrion is deserved is
debatable, but it's still an interesting building
nonetheless.
Life Science Building - Though mterescing
studies of science take place inside che
building, whac is equally interesting is what is
just outside the building. The study garden
and gccen house are a joy co anyone chat can
appreciate life enough to simply stop and smell
the flowers.
Doudna Fine Arts Center - Eastern's
newest addition has been slowly rising over the
course of the lase several semesters. Doudna
maybe considered a work of art in and of itself
because of it's unique copper features and epic
design.

The editorial is the majority opinion of

The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach. the opinions editoc at
DEMoplaioaS@gaaU.com.

considered 'safe' by a large majority of
the community. The police were just
a phone call away and could even be
found on the screet corner.
It is not uncommon for members
in the community, or neighboring
communities at thac, to leave doors
unlocked. Many people do not consider
locking chcir cars when out and about
during chc day or evening.
Trust has simply been placed in the
hands of our neighbors.
These situations show that no
community exists chac is exempt from
crime. Even in small-town America,
crimes can and arc committed.
Neither of these situations were
preventable. Instinct may be che only
and besc bet co avoid a potential hostage
situacion. A murder is nor something
that a person brings upon oneself.
Realistically, crimes arc not 'brought
upon' anyone.
Several crimes yield the possibility of
prevenuon -some only a slight amount
of prevention can be done, buc that can
be just enough.
Theft is a large problem in most
communities. Many studies have shown
chat someone wanting to commit
theft looks for opportunity. Upon the
realization chat something as simple as a
door is locked, che criminal gives up.
If the door is locked, chc criminal
must chen draw attention to the
situation. He/she must take che effort
to break in. Opportunity is easily given
to chose in dose proximity to che crime
co contact the police.
That is noc to say that all wannabe
criminals give up. Some people
specialize in breaking locks.
This can also be said of some rapes.
AJl women, and men for that matter,
can take simple precautions every time
they arc ouc having fun.
Some of these solutions seem
obviou~. yer many times a rape is
reponcd it could have helped ouc in
some way, shape or form:
Do not walk alone. "!his is only made
worse if walking at night. Scudies show
chose looking for an object of affecrion
are puc off by groups. 'lhe rapisc must
go through multiple people co get what
the\' want.
Always watch your drink. It only
seems kind co cake a drink from a
stranger when in a bar or ac a party.
Just make sure to see where that drink
was poured or who made it. Without
seeing chat, something could have easily
made it into the drink chat shouldn't be
there.
Rapes still occur, even when these
precautions are followed. This is only
meant co help avoid the problem.
In small-cown Amt>rioi, it is ea~ co
crust everyone around us. In cowns like
Charleston, neighbors arc willing to do
anything for the community.
le is easy co forger chat not everyone
in the community is the same way. It is
rime co prepare for that very fact. Not
all crimes can be prepared for. If simple
changes arc made, a real difference can
be made.
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in cross-country. We also quaJi6ed in track
and 6dd my sophomore, junior, and senior
year.

.- » Strackeljahn
What other iavolvements did you have
while at Eastern?
I was involved wich the Trade
Association of Graphic Ans as well as a
member of the Fellowship of Christian
Athleces.

How long have you been involved with
track, field, and cross-country?

How influential were your coaches in
both academics and athletics?
They were a positive influence. They
stressed academics over athletics and that we
were at Eastern for education. They were
lenient for times I had to miss practice for
schoolwork and they were very supportive
in my athletic career giving me insight and
knowledge from their experience.

Since Junior high. In high school, we
qualified for scate my junior and senior year

Former first lady Bird
Johnson dies at age of 94
AUSTiii, Tl I Lady Bird Johnson,
the former first lady who championed
conservation and worked tenaciously for
the political career of her husband, Lyndon
B. Johnson, died Wednesday, a family
spokeswoman said. She was 94. Johnson,

who suffered a scroke in 2002 that affccced
her ability to speak, rerurned home late last
month after a week at Seton Medical Ccncer,
where she'd been admitted for a low-grade
fever.

U

Blagojevich defends his
handling of state budget
"We just keep working ac ir and keep
hammering at ir and keep insisting we have
to get this done before we finish this budget,"
he said.

Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD I Gov. Rod Blagojevich
insists be knows what he's doing as the scare
budget deadlock drags on and on, even if
others have their doubts.
In an interview Wednesday with The
Associared Press, he dismissed griping from
lawmakers that he is deepening cbe impasse
by, for instance, dragging the contentious
issue of gun control into the mix. Some say
Blagojevich's approach seems random.
•1c's nor at all. It's totally what I envisioned
was going to happen in January, February
and March," Blagojevich said, adding that
the confrontations could grow even more
public.
The Democratic governor would offer
no details on how his actions help achieve
bis goal of passing a major new health care
program despite the reservations of many
lawmakers.

Blagojevich also denied that his health
care initiative is complicated by the federal
investigations of bis administration. He
refused co discuss whether his campaign
organization has received subpoenas, calling
the issue "rumors and innuendoes."
Since his re-election last year, Blagojevich
has given only a handful of in-depth
interviews. He often Bees public events
without speaking to reporters, and throughout
the spring legislative session he would say
little in defense of bis budget proposals.
During the 40-minuce interview in his
Scacehouse office, Blagojevich denied that
was an attempt to duck corruption questions.
Instead, he said, he was trying co avoid
public confrontations with legislative leaders,
particularly House Speaker Michad Madigan,
D-Chicago.
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1408 (PG 13) DAILY 6·45 FRI SAT 9:10 SAT
SUN MAT2:00
FANTASTIC FOUR: RISE OFTHE SILVER
SURFER (PG) DAILY 7:00 FRI SAT 9:20 SA
SUN MAT 2:15 SAT SUN MAT 2:15

Come by the '·courtyard on 9th" and see all that
Unique Properties has to offer!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

FULL V FURNISHED UNITS

AWE.SOME AMENITIES

V WrTM STADIUt., SEATING
111 t. LIU!Gt ol1llT'CMI V::ll
& ALL DGITYU. &::ll.Jli 0

GREAT RATES

:S~:SHl! ............ llPllll

HARRY POTTER & THE ORDER OF THE
PHOENIX (PG 13) ON THREE SCREENS

~toreceiVe

1> Slc1n a Leoffase,..t:gust 07 Rent
$100

"

The Courtyard is located at

1515 9th St.
Behind the Citgo Station
The Open House will be held from 12-3
Refreshments will be available

Orffw Only Vt l; c: '(/1 :J./I)'/

www.uniaue-orooerties.net

12:30 1:30 2:30 3:45 4:45 5:45 7:00
8:00 9:00 10:10
SICKO (PG 13) 12:45 3:15 6:05 8:50
TRANSFORMERS (PG 13) ON TWO
SCREENS 12:15 1:40 3:30 5:00 6:45
8:15 10:00
LICENSE TO WED (PG 13) 1:50 4:15
6:30 9:15
RATATOUDl.E(G) 1:00 4:30 7:15 9:55
LIVE FREE OR DIE HARD (PG 13) 2:00
5:30 8:30
EVAN ALMIGHTY (PG) 1:15 4:00 7:30
DOCKED UP (R) 9:45
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for rent

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
FOR 2007-2008 SCHOOL
YEAR. SPACIOUS, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS, BEAUTIFULI Y
ANO
WE
FURNISHED
WILL EVEN HELP FIND THE
PERFECT ROOMMATE! CALL
TODAY TO SEE ONE OF OUR
MANY GREAT LOCATIONS.
CHECK US OUT ON THE
WEB
AT
\VWW.uniqueproperties.net 217-345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/12
3 BR House on 9th, WID
included. Large backyard. 3
Blocks from campus. 3 people,
S280 each. 345-5489
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/19
4 BR, 2 Bath house. W/D
hookup, large yard, only 2
blocks south of campus on 4th
and Cedar. 217-232-2228
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19
Only $600 per monthl 3 BR
1 BA, CA, W/D, Fridge, Stove,
OW, Large yard. rear deck
w/fire pit, Trash paid. Can
furnish for $50 more each
month. NO PETS! 773-405·
1155 7 am - 10 pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7119
For rent very close to campus
roommate needed.
WID.
Available August Contact 630·
220-6211.
-~~---..._.................if~~
AVAILABLE August 2007: 3·
4 bed, 1 bath home on 12th
Street. NC, WID, trash and
yard service included. No
pets. $250/perwn. 345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

CHUCK
VEGAS
APARTMENTS, on the Square.
Efficiency, studio, 1, 2, and 3
~ APTS. Free cable, internet,
water, and trash. 217-5491699
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19
Available Now; 3 Bedroom
Duplex. Close to Lantz. Fully
furnished, washer/dryer, large
yard. Additional Information
call 348-0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19
3 BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 BATH, AIR

WWW.DENNEWS COM I D1E DAILY EASTERN NEWS I JHUf!SD6Y 7.12.QZ

________ oo
8936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

VILLAGE RENTALS: 2 BR apt.,
furnished, laundry facility
on site, 10 1/2 month lea~e.
located on 7th St. 21 7 -34S.
2516

(2) 3 BR houses for renL Call
Tom at 708-772-3711
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/19

________ oo

BRAND NEW DRIFTWOOD
APTS. FOR RENT! 2 BR, W/D
included, privacy deck. $550/
MO, 1 year lease. 345-2802
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/19

OLD MAIN IS IN THE
BACK YARD; 4 BR 2 Bath
Duplex at 1520 9th St. $350/
perwn. Stove, refrig, micro.,
dishwasher, W/D. Ph 3487746

TOWNHOUSE for 2, 3, 4
tenants. Bargain price! 3454489, Jim Woods, Realtor.

________ oo

2 BR APARTMENTS at 2001
$. 12th St. or 1305 18th St.
$240 each roommate with
2 residents. Trash paid. Call
348-7746 for appointlll('nt.
www.CharlestonlLApts.com

--------7/19
2 BR duplex for 1 or 2 perwns;
S400ior1, $500for 2. Roomy,
NC.
345-4489,
Woods
Rentals, Jim Woods, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

________ oo

FALL 2007: NICE 5 BR House
115 W. Jackson; 3 BR House
107 W. Jackson. Excellent offstreet parking, WID, and NC.
NO PETS!!! Phone 345-9665
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

PERFECT FOR FACULTY
OR GRAD STUDENTS: 2 BR
Duplex on C St. Quiet cul-desac with stove, refrig., micro.,
dishwasher,
W/D.
$750/
MO. Ph. 348-7746 WWW.
CharlestonlLApts.com

1 BR apt. available. Water and
trash included. $300/MO. Call
549-5593, 345-5593, or 5491060
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________ oo

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &. 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS
TO CHOOSE FROM 345·
6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

BRITIANY RIDGE TOWN
HOMES FOR RENT. 3 OR
4 BR. 2 112 BATHS, TRASH
ANO PARKING INCLUDED,
roR S275i£ACH. 348-5427

AVAIL IMMEDIATELY large
2 person Central atr
w/d, garage. No p<.'IS. 345·
7286 \.\WW.jw1lliamsrentals.
com

....................~~~-....... .00

,<ipJ. 1 oc

• Townhou~ • ror
stu'&;its,
S550IMO; studio, $270/MO.
Both close to EIU. Ph. 217249-9772
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________ oo

1 BR apt., water, trash,
heat included, across from
Pemberton Hall. $395/MO
with semester discount. 345·
2909
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
DARIGAN APTS: 751 6th St. 1
BR apt, water and trash paid,
security deposit and lease
required. No pets. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Priced to rent: 3 BR apt. for
2 or 3, trash paid, security
c!Pposit and lease required.
SEMESTER LEASE POSSIBLE.

New
Four
Bedroom
Apartments. Extremely Close
to Campus. Across from Lantz.
Fully Furnished. Call Today
for Lowered Rates Grantview
Apartments. 345-3353.

_oo
CHECK
OUT
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APTS 2 ANO 3 BR. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS AND BUZZARD.
CALL 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bedroorn-Water,trash,DSL
with
furnished
leather
furmture. 10 or 12 month
lease. 254-8458 or 273-2048.

Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath.
GREAT LOCATION 20072008 SCHOOL YEAR VERY
NICE 2, 3, 4, 5,& 6 BEDROOM
HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES
AND APARTMENTS.
FOR
MORE INFO VISIT US AT
myeiuhome.com OR CALL US
AT (217)493-7559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall
07· 1,2&3 Bedroom Units.
Great locations.some include
wireless internet. Call for
details 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses S450iper perwn. All
utilities included.345-1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL '07 • '08. 1426 9TH ST.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE
AND SECURITY REQUIRED.
NO PETS. 348·8305.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 BR..
l.PTS. WATER & TRASH
INCLUDED. PLENTY OF
OFF STREET
PARKING.
BUCHANAN ST. APT$. CALL
345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
CREAT HOUSE FOR 2007 •
08 AT 1515 21'-oD STREET. 3
BATHS, GA, WI(). TRASH
INCLUDED 345-3148 OR
WW\V pantherpads.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS.
1611 9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK
EAST OLD MAIN. SUMMER
2007 AND FALL 2007-2008
COMPLETELY FURNISHED. 3
AND 9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL
LEASE. CALL 345-7136
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
PRICE REDUCED: BRITIANY
RIDGE ·- RENTING FOR
4
07-08 SCHOOL YEAR.
BEDROOMS
2.5
BATH.
UNIT HAS REF ./STOVE, AND
WID INCLUDED. UP TO 5
STUDENTS POSSIBLE. RENT
REDUCED - $860.00. CALL
217-234-RENT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Royal Heights Apts !behind

As low as $260 per/person.

Underground Parking. 3450936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house.
10 month lease. WID (217)
273-1395.

________ oo

6 bdrm house, near campus.
10 month Jea-;e. WIO (217)
273-1395.

________ oo

M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS
FURNISHED;
WASHER/
DRYER IN EACH APT; 2
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.
call 217-493-7559
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LOOKING FOR som<.>th1ng
different? We have some
1,2&3 bedroom apts that fit the
bill. Modern,attractive,away
from
EIU
traffic.
Dishwashers, laundry ,A/C.
Williams Rentals 345-7286

____ oo

1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash
and parking included. Great
location Call 217-345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bedroom apartments close
to campus Quiet area. No
pets. Call 345-7008

________ oo

BR,2 BR, extra large
apartments, p.1rtially furmshed.
Available May 16. Ideal for
couples. Located at 741-745
6th St. Rent S360-S410 per
apartment. Water and trash
paid. Cat OKI Call 581-7729
or 345-6127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BR apt. available for fall.
Large rooms. Water & trash
included, central air, ceiling
fans. $220/person. Buchanan
SL Apts. 345 1266

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Only one left. NEW LUXURY
3 bedroom apartment for
August 07 -08, One block
North of Old Main on 6th
Street. Central heat. NC, and
laundry facility. Trash service
and off street parking included.
348-8249. www.ppwrentals.

com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1521 2nd, 6 bedroom, 1836
11th, 5 bedroom; 1621 12th,
2 bedroom. All houses south
of Lincoln with A/C & WID.
549-3273
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NEW, NICE, ANO SO MUCH
CLOSER! 3 or 4 Bedroom,
2 Bath with W/D. All the
Amenities and still walk
to class. 345-6100 www.
jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BR house at 1615 12th St.
1 Bath, refrigerator, stove,
and dishwasher. $900/MO.
Available now. Sanders & Co.,
234-RENT
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available July 1st 2 BR house
for 1 or 2 people. Water and
trash included, off street
parking, central air, lawn care
and snow removal provided.
$500/MO. Buchanan St. Apt.,
345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available Aug. 1st: 2 BR
apt. ior 1 or 2 people. Water
and trash included, off street
parking, $375/MO. Buchanan
St. Apt., 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

•

help wanted

~

roommates

l8arteod1ngl Up to $25
No
experience
day.
necessary. Training provided.
800.965.6520 ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

4

Roommate
needed
for
2007-2008 academic year.
Upperclassman or graduate
student is preferred. Rent
$250/MO. Call 708-785-7533

•

Female n~ for sublet for
07-08 school year. 2 BR cute
house by Buzzard. Call 815383-0465
7/19

Enormous squid washes up on the Australian shores
The Assoeiated Press

HOBART, AUSTRALIA I A squid as
long as a bus and weighing 550
pounds washed up on an Ausrralian
beach, officials said Wednesday. "le
is a whopper," said Genefor Walker-

Smich, a zoologisc who srudics
mvercebraces at che Tasmanian
Museum.
Giant squid live in waters
off southern Australia and New
Zealand - where a half-con colossus,
believed co be che world's largest, was
caught in
February.
Th e

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

dead squid. measuring 3 feec across
at its widest point and 26 feec
from the cip of its body co the end
of 1cs tentacles, was found early
Wednesday by a beachcomber at
Ocean Beach on the island scace of
Tasmania's west coast. che museum
said.
lhe squid was expeeted co be
ca.ken co che museum, where DNA

and ocher scientific tests would be
carried ouc before it is preserved
and possibly put on public display.
For anyone chinking ofa calamari
feast, Walker-Smich said gianr squid
contain high levels of ammoma in
cheir bodies as a buoyancy aid.
"Ir would nor rasre very nice ac
all," she said.
New Zealand fishermen netted
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Grads,

Good apartments for 1, a few for 2.
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incoming students . ..

We've got your apartment! It's nice!

Non-student Classified Rates
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a I, l 00-pound, 33-foor-long squid
in che Southern Ocean in February.
le is widdy believed co be che
largest specimen of che rare and
mysrerious
deep-wacer
species
Mesonychoceuchis hamiltoni, or
colossal squid, ever caught.
Experts believe che creatures
of the deep ocean may grow even
bigger· up to 46-feec long.
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Wood Rentals
Jim Wood,

Fl•altor

1512 A St reet. P.O Box 3n
Charleston, IL. 61920
217-345-4489 - Fax 345-4472
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'Phoenix' revives Potter series
Movie five brings back the fun
and fears with a new director
By Chris Walden
News Editor

Box Office
n 1. Transformers
2. Ratatouille
3. Live Free or Die Hard
4. License to Wed
5. Evan Almighty

Yahoo Searches
n 1. Bill Cosby
2. Biodiesel
3. Second Vatican Council
4. Kool&The Gang
5. Asian Cup 2007

"Harry Potter and the Order of chc Phoenix"
lights up silver screens across che world wich a
risen spirit chat does justice co che title.
The 129-minuce movie, directed by movie
newcomer David Yaces and who had noc directed
any of the previous movies, ranks as spectacular
as the fuse movie in che series, perhaps better.
In che fifi:h installmenc. Harry fends off an
attack on of dememors on him and his brother
while he is at home, and comes dose co being
expdled for using magic oucside of school. The
suggestion that demencors are loose hints at Lord
Voldcmorc's rebirth and how che Dark Lord's
presence is scarring co corrupt and terrorize the
world.
After Dumbledore saves Harry from being
expelled, Harry quickly finds that che Miniscry of
Magic is denying chat che Dark Lord has recurned,
and exerting cheir propaganda on everyone in
Hogwarts. Harry feels muse deal wich a blissfully
ignorant and vulnerable Hogwarcs. Meanwhile,
Harry's dreams are invaded by Voldemort.
The movie feacures all of its previous actors
and accresses, wich some new faces to join che
ranks of Harry's cohorts. While the teenagers
are obviously growing a bit older chan cheir
paperback councerparcs, che feel of the Hogwans
wizards growing up is more displayed.
The movie is extremely fun to take in visually.
Despite a noticeable ramping-up of visual
graphics, che movie is one of few in che year to
not overdo chem. Instead, che new graphics lend
more color and excitement co che already cool
scenes in the movie, like flying in formation

wich che aurors over London's nightscape.
Also breathtaking are che many aerial views of
Hogwarcs castle, rivaling Minas Tirich.
In addition co che amplified excicement of
che cool scenes in the plot, Director David Yates
capitalizes on creepy and fear-producing moods
very well for a first-time fanrasy director. When
che bad guys start extending cheir influence to
che cheerful student life, che chilling acmosphere
made my heart scop. I've never felt chac in a
Harry Potter movie - and I know what's coming
too. That's really awesome in a book-co-movie
adaptation.
The comic humor is more witty than it has
been in previous movies. Thankfully, it's also not
overdone. Fred and George Weasly's twin clown

role doesn't die, eicher. Even bercer, some of che
professors (Snape and Filch, even!) get their own
momencs of hilarious humor!
Still, the movie faces issues of Harry's
personality not quite as fans of che book saw it.
We don'r see so much angry Harry as we do a
Harry cormented by his memories (and by his
dreams via Voldemorr.)
Also missing from che movie are several subtle
details found chroughouc che book, details char
nor only bring some previous ones from older
movies full circle, but also some details chat
would give foreshadowing co the nexr two
movies.
I won't reveal such details co avoid spoiling
che plot, bur fans of che book will notice char
some of che more delicious finer points of
dialogue and setting have been left ouc.
Dolores
Umbridge,
the
Ministry's
representative in Hogwarcs, is depicted slightly
differently than she is in the book. In che movie,
che role is replaced wich a purposefully annoying
overly sweet instructor. However, che true colors
of Umbridge stay true to che book, and her crud
side comes across as intended.
For chose who have not read che books or
seen che movie yet, I don't think I'll be spoiling
too much by saying that the audience will not
be disappointed to find out why che only one
Voldemorc ever feared was Albus Dumbledore.
Despite che absence of many details and
scenes in the book, princ Potter fans won't be
disappointed by che latest movie.
For che fifth adaptation of a long line of
Harry Potter movies, this one breathes life
back into che series wich a rainbow of new
special effeccs, excellent writing and directing.
What's just as exciting, is wich che visual success
director David Yates has had with film five, he's
recurning co direct film six coo (which is already
in production!)

Nothing more than meets the eye
Flashy machines and classic
appearances are only skin-deep
in Xbox 360's latest game
Harcover Fidion
n 1. "Harry Potter and the Death~
Hollows (Book 7)" by J. K. Rowling
2. "A Thousand Splendid Suns"
by Khaled Hosseini
3. "The Dangerous Book for Boys"
by Conn lggulden
4. "Water For Elephants: A Novel"
by Sara Gruen
5. "21 Pounds in 21 Days: The
Martha's Vineyard Diet Detox"
by Roni Deluz and James Hester

Billboard Hot 200 Albums
n 1. "Hannah Montana 2
(Soundtrack)" by Miley Cyrus
2. "My December" by Kel~ Oarkson
3. "Lost Hi3hway" by Bon Jovi
4. "Icky Thump" by The White Stripes
5. "5th Gear" by Brad Paisley

YouTube Videos
1. "Green Laser Pen Video"
2. "LisaNova does YouTube"
3. "Avril Steal Again? From Peaches?'
4. "Perez Hilton and Victoria
Beckham: When Divas Collide!"
5. "Will It Blend? - iPhone"
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The new "Transformers" game has robots chat
are "more than meecs che eye." However, the
game isn't much more than eye candy.
The game is undeniably fun, but che game
srill lacks in some key areas.
WWW.TEAMlBOl.COl'I
The game is based off of Michael Bay's
The new Xbox 360 title for "Transformers: The Game,"
recently released film by the same name and the
which is modeled off the recently created movie. At left,
original l 980's cartoon. The game allows players
the game's normal version, separate from a collector's
to play as both Autobocs (che good robots}, and
•Iii "Cybertron Edition." Above, a screenshot of gameplay
Decepticans (che bad robots.)
•
between several transformer robots.
The difference in choosing sides rdleccs on che
style of game play and che characcers to choose
from vehicles to robots.
from. As an Autoboc, a player is supposed to
are also preny nice looking and players are cruly
protect che humans and cause as Uccle damage as
The game is relatively shore if a garner just
able to interact with che environment.
decides to play one side of the game, but even
possible. As a Deceprican, players are allowed to
But some of the bad chings overrule che good.
be as evil as chey want and run amok causing as
playing boch sides still does not make che game
The game becomes coo repetitious. Many of rhe
much damage as possible. To fully complete che
very long. The game is much more satisfying by
missions in the game are the same thing over and
game, a player muse complete boch campaigns
playing all of che bonus missions and collecting
over. Once figuring out how to defear some of
and collect aU of che secrets and complete all
many of che icons co unlock movies, character
che bosses, che same strategy can be employed
bonus missions.
skecches and photos from che movie, che coy line
for che rest of che game, hence che game loses
The game's storyline stays true to che film's
and animated series.
some of its difficulty edge even more.
storyline, yec more so as an Aucobot. As a
Unforcunacdy, che average gamer will not
Another perk co chis game is che voice acting,
Deceptican, che story begins co branch off,
want to go chrough all of chat efforc to unlock
which returns voices from che movie. Peter
giving different results to che plot chan in che
fearures such as char. Most gamers chough, may
Cullen, who voices Optimus Prime in the movie
movie.
like che fact chat unlocking certain elements of and original television series rerums, as well a~
The plot of che game is still preny thin
che game will unlock "G l" skins, which stand
Shia LeBeouf and Megan Fox as che humans
chough. Though it is just based off che movie, it
for "Generation One" from che original 1984Sam Wicwicky and Mikaela.
seems as though more could have been added in
1987 animated series. The skins are different
Hugo Weaving, who voiced Megacron in che
terms ofdepch. The dialogue beLWeen characters
robor designs for characters such as Optimus
film, does nor return, but Frank Welker, voices
is scarce and it is usually direccions for a level.
Prime (the Autoboc leader) and Megatron {rhe
Megacron in che past returns for che game.
The cue-scenes, though graphically look great,
Deceptican) leader, among ochers.
The authentic voice-overs are a nice touch, but
are short and only give enough story so che nex:c
The gameplay has boch good and bad
with little dialogue co work wich, it is a wasted
level makes sense.
aspeets. The transformations in chis game are
touch.
There are some redeeming elemencs co chis
instantaneous. For an example, driving 100 mph
The game is entertaining without a doubc,
game. The graphics look very nice boch in cutas a car and hitting a single buttion will inscantly
buc wich its overly repetitious garneplay and
scenes and wich in-game play. And there is a niffi• • .vyqt{9'10 _, cJlt. ~i\~c;t~ ~ a robot. And it
ch.vi ..eloc, ~th~..R!Dt: iUSt tur:.!_lS ~!!J l'o ~e ~nder-:
amount of detail put inco che transformati~s 1'oo.Ks'"go<Xrw'tiileic'1iappens. The environments
average.
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Pe.rry won't revisit wrestling
Perry sympathizes with
protestors but agrees with
university's decision
By Aclaa Tedder
Editor-fl-Olief

scoreboard

PANTHER Cl.US GOLF OUTING

Eastern President William L. Perry issued
an official scacemenr addressing the Eastern
Illinois decision co cut the wrestling program
on campus.
He will not revisit the decision.
However, he has had co revisit the subjecc
numerous times in his shore time as president.
"I fdc Uke I needed to look at this," Perry
said. "I received several e-mails asking me to
reverse the decision."
Perry said that though be will noc revisit the
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decision, he bas still done his research on the
matter.
"I reviewed the wrestling academic data and
compared it co other athletic programs and saw
a clear difference between them," he said.
Tne decision to cue the wrestling program
was made on May 17, when EIU Athletic
Director ruch McDuffie announced thac the
wrestling program had been cut from Eastern
due to consecutively low Academic Progress
Races (APR) the pasc 3 years.
A fourth year of low APR's would have
brought stilf punishment for the university
and all of ics athletic programs, according co
McDuffie.
A Board of Trustees meeting was hdd on
campus in mid-June co protest the program
being cue allowing some people against
wrestling being cue to speak, buc the decision

remained unchanged.
Perry took office July 1 and was not part
of the initial decision to cut the wrestling
program.
But Perry said after his research be
understands the circumsranccs of why the
program was cut.
"I also reviewed NCAA documencs about
the APR," Perry said. "My findings were
consistent with what had been found before."
Perry docs, however, sympathize with those
who disagree with the decision to drop the
sport.
''.Anytime a university drops a program,
academic or athletic, there are things that affect
people," he said. "There arc tough decisions
that have to be made sometimes, decisions
which may affect people in unforrunatc ways."

I BOY'S ADVANCED SOCCER CAMP

Moss hired
by athletic
department
Tracy Moss was recently
named the new assistant director
for academic services in the EIU
athletic department. Moss was a
standout track and fidd athlete at
the University of Illinois before
graduating in 2003. This semester
she will begin working with Eastern
student athletes in the Lantz Arena
Academic Center. Moss will be
responsible for monitoring the
academic pprogrcss of certain
athletic teams and working with
all incoming srudcnc-athletcs.
She will also be involved with
Extend-A-Paw,
the
Panthers
communiity service program and
the EIU Srudcnt-Athlete Advisory
Committee.
Since August of 2005, Moss has
provided academic support co Uofl
srudcncathleccs in the Fighting Illini
Academic Services department.
She received her masters in sport
management from Illinois and has
also helped facilitate the NCAA
CHAMPS/Life Skills Program and
the CHAMPS 101 program.

Wo11en's track named
All-Academic tu• tltis week
The women's crack and field
team was gjvcn All-Academic
honors this week by the United
States Track and Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association.
The award is granted to teams who
achieve excellence in the classroom
and on the field, with a 3.000 GPA
being required for nomination.
lhis past season was a banner
year for the Panthers winning their
fust ever Ohio Valley Conference
Indoor and Oucdoor Track
Championships. Nine athletes also
competed in the NCAA Mideast
Regional hosted by the University
of Missouri.
In addition, four Panther
runners were selected for AllAcademic honors this week by the
USTFCCCA after posting a 3.300
team GPA for the spring semester.
The athletes honored were Nicole
Flounders, Tarra Grant, Nicole
Marczcwskj and Jenna Ube.
Marczcwski has also been named
Academic
All-American
and
received the OVC/HCA Post
Graduate Scholarship.
Among NCAA Division I
schools, EIU ranked 26.i. in the
nation in team GPA and number
one in the OVC and the State of
Illinois.
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Junior Greg Coultas from Rochester High School dribbles past defenders at Lakeside Field Wednesday afternoon.

All-Access with Dan St_
rackeljahn
Eastern track and field athlete
and recent graduate Dan
Straclleljahn recently became
the third Eastern athlete to earn
Academic All-American honors.
We sat down with Strackeljahn
to discuss his accomplishments
during his college career and
his future plans.
How does it feel to be named ESPN The
Magazine Academic All-American?

my rime correctly so that I could get my
schoolwork done and practice. The mosc
important part was jusr keeping up in class
and not ~ behind, a big part of that was
simply attending class and staying with it. I
was able co keep a schedule and manage my
time wisely.

What are yoar plaas aow as you are a
college graduate?
I'm living here for now. This fall I'll
be starting as a high school teacher. I'll be
teaching at Minooka High School. In the
meantime I'll also be training and running
cross country races and focus on that. I plan
on participating in Olympic trials.

Pretty good. I mean it's good to have
this because ic not only recognius athletic
achievements, but success in academics as
well. I actually found out about it in the
Daily Eastern News.

Since you'll be a high school teacher, do
JOU plan oa coachiag track ud field or

What's it Hile holding the school record
in the 1500 Meter?
le feels good to have a school record. Ic's

Not just yet. As a fuse year reacher, I'll
have enough to deal with at first simply
adjusting co that with training and experience.
Within the nc:xc five years or so, I do plan on
getting into coaching. So yeah, it's something
I definitely want to do in the future.

something I'll have until someone breaks it,
buc ir's good to be in the school records.

How were you able to balance the
commitments of athletics and academics?
A loc of planning. I had co budget

WTDll llUlllB DAii STUCIELIAlll PllOTO
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How has 1our recognition and 1our
athletic participation overall influenced
1our life?

It's a positive influence overall. rm glad
that my hard work and commionenc has
affected my life positively and has brought me
somewhere. My participation bas caught me
abouc setting and reaching goals and looking
cowards the future.

H
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